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build up speed for its   take off    the fish swims
FLE-FOL
(Pulex tmtcms) ib able to jump vertically a,
dirtance of over ? in	!
Fleet Prison, a noted debtors prison tbafc stood ua
Farnngdon Street London where the Congre
gational Memorial Hall now stands taking its
name from the Fleet Ditch. Notoriou^ for the
cruelties inflicted on prisoners It waj pulled
down in 1848
Fleet Street a famous thoroughfare in London
now the centre of journalism and newspaper
dom though it was long celebrated for its
taverns where the literary cotenes of the day
were wont to meet It takes its name from the
Fleet stream which used to run from Hamp
stead through Holborn to the Thames at Black
friars
Flemings the people of Flanders, whose ancestors
of mediaeval dimes excelled in the textile arts
England owe=. its early eminence as a manufac
turtag riat on to the migration of numbers of
Flemings to this country m the 16th and 17th
cent t>ee alto Walloons
Fletir de TJg, the former national emblem of Stance
the flower o the lily It was sups-rseded by the
Tricolour in 1789 but 3s still adhered to by
the supporters of the old French royalties
Flint consists of granular chalcedony with some
opaline silica and occurs as nodules and bands
m the Chalk It is hard and has a conchoidal
fracture so enabling it to be used in making
cutting implements in prehistoric times Before
the invention of Incrfer matches it was used
along with steel for striking lights
flint imp ements axe objects found in the younger
geological strata, and constituting evidence of
the condition and life of the period Thev
include knives clubs, arrowheads, scrapers
etc used as weapons, tools and possibly as
surgical instruments and in religious ceremonies
At the end of the Neolithic Period and the
beginning of the Bronze Age a people using a
new type of stone axe became evident m Europe
advancing towards the south and central re
gions, ant' supposed by many to be the ancestors
of the present European stock or Aryans
Similar to prehistoric specimens are the flint
and obsidian implement of some of the pmni
trvc peoples of today Ritual weapons and
eaoKicia knives continued to be made of stone
long after the introduction of metals for
practical purposes
Flounder one of the most familiar of the smaller
flat fishes common round the British coasts and
seldom attaining a weight of over three pounds
Fluorine, a chemical element member of the
halogen family symbol F it is found m com
bination with calcium in fluorspar and occurs in
minute quantities in certain other minerals
Discovered by Scheele in 1771 it was first
obtained by Moisean in 1886 A pale yellow
gas it is very reactive and combines with most
elements except oxygen. Its acid, hydrogen
fluoride, etches glass the fluorine combining
with the silicon to form volatile silicon fluoride
Organic fluorine compounds have found use as
very stable poiymers which resist a wide variety
of chemical actions
Fluorescent Lamp. See Electric Light and
"Ultra Violet Bays.
Fluorspar    a   mineral     chemically    calcium
fluoride    Can be colourless green or yellow
but is most commonly purple   Blue fluorspar
under the name of Derbyshire    blue John
has been used for ornamental purposes
Ely, the popular name for a large number of insects
•with one pair of wings and a proboscis ter
rntnattng in & sucker through which fluid sub-
stances can be drawn up The best known
epeciea ace the common house-fly the blue-
bottle, and the blow fly In the larval form
fifes are maggots, and feed upon decaying sub-
stances, animal flesh, etc Flies are able to walk
npon eeflings or upright surfaces by having
suckersat the solea of their feet. See Diptera,
Flycatcher name of a large family of email birds
the Jtoscfcaptdae, They are insect feeders,
catch their food in the air, and ate distributed
over most countries of the world. The spotted
and the nted nest tn Britain, which they visit
from Aprfl to September
Firing Fish are frequently to be seen in southern
wafers, and are capable of gliding considerable
distances without touching the water To
 rapidly to break the surface at 15-20 miles an
hour   Maximum air speed is about 40 m.p b.
Flying Fox a member of the bat family but of
much larger size and confined to the tropical
and sub tropical Old World Like the bats it
is nocturnal but it feeds entirelv on fruits
Flying Lemur  See Colugo
Flying Lizard 01 Draco an Asiatic lizard pos
sessltog wing like projections from each side
which enable it to make flying leaps through the
air though not sufficient for continuous flight
Flying Saucers the name given to certain saucer
like shapes which have on occasion been seen
travelling through the atmosphere For some
tune speculation was rife especially in America
but it is now believed that when not hallucina-
tions meteorological or cosmic ray balloons
they are nothing more than atmospheric
phenomena like mirages or mock suns caused by
unusual atmospheric conditions Described by
Dr Menzei astrophysics professor at Harvard
as real as rainbows are real and no more
dangerous It has been suggested that the
study of some of the people who report the
sighting of unidentified flying objects fCTPOs)
would be more rewarding than the investi
gation of what they saw! See also JSO
Flying Squirrel rodents of which there are several
species in Europe Asia and America It pos
sesses a parachute like fold of skin by means of
which it projects itself through the air In
appearance they are much hfco ordinary
squirrels to which they are related. The
African flying sanirrels belong to a different
family
Fog is caused by the presence of particles of con
densed water vapour or smoke in the surface
layers of the atmosphere the term being applied
meteorologically when the resulting obscurity is
such as to render objects invisible at distances
of up to l km Fogs are freauently formed
when the air near the ground is cooled below its
dew point temperature by radiation on a still
cloudless night by flowing over a relatively
cold land or water mass or by mixing with a
colder air stream An accumulation of smoke
over a large city may cause a high fog cutting
off the daylight and producing gloom See
Foliation and also Aerosol.
Foliation, a geological term applied to rocks whose
component minerals are arranged m parallel
layers as the result of strong metamorphic
action
Folio a printing term for a sheet of paper folded
once, a half sheet constituting a leaf
Folklore concerns itself with the mental and
spiritual life of the people—both civilised and
primitive—as expressed in the traditional be-
liefs customs institutions and sayings that
have been handed down from generation to
generation by word of mouth and wftb the ob-
servation recording and interpretation of such
traditions. (The word folklore itself was first
suggested and used—as two words folk Lore—
by W J Thorns in the AQmmim of August
22nd 1846 and was at once absorbed into the
English language) Traditional lore of the kind
included in the term folklore takes many forms
and ranges from omens of good and bad hick
(spilling the salt breaking a mirror dropping an
umbrella etc ) and the wearing of amulets or
the possession of talismans (such as the horse-
shoe) as protection against misfortune toelabor
ate ceremonial dances such as the Abbots Brom
ley Horn Dance the Hobby horses of Padstow
and Mmehead the Northern sword-dances, and
the Christmas mummers plays Especially
important are the beliefs and customs associated
with birth babyhood, marriage and death such
being occasions when the individuals concerned
require special protection .or when unusual
happenings can be used for foretelling their
future. The ohUd bom on a Sunday win be the
luckiest rocking an empty cradle will ensure
the speedy arrival of a new baby throwing an
old shoe after a newly married couple brings
them luck the bride should be earned over the
threshold of the new home on the sea-coast,
death is believed to take place at the ebb-tide
the bees must be told of the death of the master
of the noose, or they will leave the hire.
Another very large section of the subject deals

